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HiB’s Vision

To be the leading supplier
of innovative, creative solutions
which make bathrooms beautiful,
whilst making a substantial
difference to the lives of our people,
partners and the world we live in.
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Welcome
Contents
At HiB, we’re renowned for being
a leading bathroom product supplier. But
our expertise extends far beyond product
innovation and quality. Our dedicated
contracts department work with designers,
housebuilders and project managers,
just like you – to offer a great product and
service at every stage of the buying process.
We understand that in today’s competitive
marketplace, having a reliable, trusted
supplier who goes above and beyond to
deliver truly seamless customer service for
every client at all times, is key.
Our experienced team work hard to
make sure that regardless of the type
of development or project size, we can
provide products for a range of settings and
interior themes from contemporary to classic
and everything in between. Our fresh,
all-embracing approach is what sets HiB
apart and gives our clients confidence that
no matter what the requirement, we have
the products and capabilities to deliver.
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HiB is a proud winner of The
Queen’s Award for Enterprise
in the Innovation category.
The prestigious business
award recognises outstanding
achievements in the fields of
Innovation, International Trade,
Sustainable Development and
Promoting Opportunity (through
social mobility).

Sophie Watts
Contracts Coordinator

Members of Bluetooth®
Special Interest Group (SIG)

Proud partners:

Silvering
on Mirrors
and Cabinets

On Accessories
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Who we are
For more than 30 years, our mission has always
been to make bathrooms beautiful.
But at HiB, that means more than unrivalled
style. We make our products work hard for the
customer, through innovative technology and
features that create a whole new bathroom
experience.
Where mirrors and cabinets were once just
seen as a afterthought, we have championed
their role as focal points in the overall bathroom
design. Our attention to detail and pioneering
work has made us an award-winning company
for innovation, showcasing our expertise on a
world stage.
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HiB Corporate video
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Stock availability
We have high levels of stock available at all
times and can adapt to changing project
timetables quickly to supply product at
a time to suit our clients.
85,000 sqft distribution centre
and warehouse.
Ability to hold stock at HiB 		
warehouse to suit project timetable.
Equipped to supply goods at
short notice.
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Quality Assurance and Spare parts
Quality Assurance
We ensure that all our products are of the highest quality
and finish, putting every item through rigorous testing to
ensure it’s compliant with industry standards.
All products are tested against relevant international
standards and comply fully with regulatory
requirements including CE Marking.
HiB is a member of the Lighting Industry Association
(LIA) and we adhere to LIA guidelines in regards
to our lighting products and our quality 			
management system.
Aftercare Service.
Qualified technicians on hand for product and
fitting advice.
Spare parts division
We maintain a high level of spare parts to support our
clients with project solutions.

Transportation
Our experienced logistics team transports HiB products
across the country, ensuring all deliveries arrive safely to
the destination on time.
Fleet of 13 vans which covers 85 per cent of all of
our deliveries.
Delivery direct to site, business premises or 		
preferred location.
Friendly, experienced drivers who ensure deliveries
arrive in pristine condition.
We use trusted external couriers for overseas
deliveries and specific requests.
Option for phased deliveries to suit project 		
timetables.
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HiB Mirrors
Globe 60 LED Mirrors
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Media
Click on the videos below to see products
from HiB’s Mirror ranges.

Globe Plus LED Bluetooth® Mirror video

Air LED Mirror video

Arena LED Mirror video

Element LED Mirror video
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HiB Cabinets
Qubic 120 Cabinet
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Media
Click on the videos below to see products
from HiB’s Cabinet ranges.

Verve LED Aluminium Cabinet video

Atrium LED Semi-Recessed Aluminium Cabinet video

Exos LED Aluminium Cabinet video

Xenon LED Aluminium Cabinet video
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HiB Mirror and Cabinet Technology
At HiB, we are continuously looking at new ways we
can incorporate the latest technological developments
into our designs. Our offering has evolved to include:
Heated pads that reduce 				
condensation on the glass.
Colour-changing LEDs for a cool
or warm hue.
Integrated charging sockets.
USB ports and wireless phone 			
charging pads.
Bluetooth connectivity.
All these features are integrated within the products,
making them an ideal solution for every setting.

Heated pad to reduce condensation
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Bluetooth® connectivity

Digital display

Wireless phone charging pad

Colour temperature changing

Charging Station - 2-pin charging socket and USB
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HiB Novum Bathroom Furniture

Tranquil Bathroom Furniture
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Media
Click on the videos below to see a range of
HiB Novum furniture products.

Aeon bathroom range video

Vantage bathroom range video

Kingsbury bathroom range video
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From contemporary wall hung units with integrated under-lights to the more traditional, shakerstyle for a timeless interior, HiB Novum collections are ideal for use in a range of residential and
commercial settings, click here to view the whole range.
Range of styles suitable for main bathrooms, ensuites and cloakrooms.
Thoughtfully designed to include wall hung or floor standing options with shorter 			
projection for areas with limited space.
Stunning aesthetics designed by our in-house product development team.
Available in a range of quality gloss and matt finishes such as white, anthracite
and wood tones
Ready built and easy to install.
Our compact ranges have been designed with a shorter projection, which provides a brilliant
space saving solution that is ideal for smaller bathrooms or cloakrooms.
40cm
22cm
59.4cm
37.6cm

50cm
Prima 60

Arc

Compact Wall
Hung Unit

Cloakroom Floor
Standing Unit

2150mm

1600mm

850mm

1900mm
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81cm

Compact bathroom ranges
When it comes to compact bathrooms, space is
incredibly important. Our HiB Novum bathroom
ranges maximise the room available to provide
a practical furniture solution.
50cm, 60cm, 80cm and up to
140cm units.
Shorter projection of 37cm and 45cm
to keep depth to a minimum.
Choose from a variety of ceramic
washbasins, vessel basins
and countertops.
Wide range of styles and finishes 		
available across our brassware range.
Colour swatches available upon request
Uncompromising storage space.
Ideal for use across smaller bathrooms,
ensuites and cloakrooms.

Tempt Compact Bathroom Furniture

Cloakroom ranges
In many developments, cloakrooms are
multifunctional spaces that have a variety
of uses. With this in mind, HiB Novum’s
furniture for cloakrooms allow designers
to maximise every inch of available space
in a neat, flexible solution.
Ideal for multifunctional areas across
residential and commercial projects.
Short projection depths of as little as
22cm and 24cm and widths of 40cm
and 50cm, perfect for small spaces.
Wall hung and floor standing options
are available.

Kingsbury Cloakroom
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Magnifying Mirrors
Magnifying mirrors are ideal for adding a touch
of luxury to any space. A statement piece in
its own right, a magnifying mirror adds extra
convenience and functionality, allowing end
users to get up close and personal when it
comes to their bathroom routine.
Perfect for precision shaving, removing
contact lenses or plucking eyebrows.
Innovative soft-flow LED and colour-		
changing illumination.
5x magnification from selected models.
Touch switch on selected models.
Ideal for residential and commercial 		
bathrooms.

Cirque Magnifying Mirror
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Cirque LED Magnifying Mirror video

Accessories
Finishing touches can really take the
bathroom experience to the next level.
Designed to complement our existing
portfolio of mirrors, cabinets, furniture,
lighting and ventilation, HiB’s accessories
range includes everything from stylish towel
rings to easy-clean toilet brush holders to
finish off any project.

On Accessories

Accessories video

Multi Feature shower shelf

Easy lift shower baskets

Atto Toilet Brush - Black

Pico robe hook
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Working with developers
At HiB, we’ve built a foundation of trust with
developers, interior designers and project
managers, with many returning to us in order to fulfil
a variety of projects. Our clients are confident that
when they work with HiB they can expect:
Dedicated account manager with excellent
customer service and industry knowledge.
Communication available via telephone,
email, video calls and face to face.
Attractive pricing structure and incentives.
Receive official quotation with product
specification.
Our goods management system ensures
efficient, forecasted delivery to site.
Special orders available on request.

Spa changing room. Selection of bevelled or drilled mirrors are available on request.
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Loft conversion with Element 120 mirror.

Health club restroom with Boundary 60 mirrors.
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Interior design and trends
HiB’s in-house product development team keep a close eye on
future trends and the latest technologies in order to develop
new mirrors, cabinets, furniture and accessories which improve
the lives of our customers. We work closely with a range of
clients across commercial and residential developments such as:
Housing developments
Leisure clubs and health centres
Hotels
Wash facilities at hospitality and catering settings
Our experience working across a variety of projects means
that our team are able to create practical, versatile product
collections which complement a range of settings.

Solstice 60 mirrors with Tranquil and Link HiB Novum furniture.
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Accessibilty
Designing for accessibility is key in order to cater for
people of all ages and levels of mobility. HiB has a
number of ranges ideal for areas where enhanced
accessibility is required, offering unparalleled style,
with convenience in mind.
All HiB and HiB Novum products meet relevant
safety and industry standards.
Range of styles including wall hung units ideal
for positioning at a height that wheelchair users
can access without difficulty.

Wave sensor - touchless control

Variety of mirror widths and heights to suit 		
requirements.
Touch, wave and proximity sensors available on
selected models, for ease of use.
Perfect for use across multifunctional residential
and commercial projects.
Air 60 mirror.
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Case studies
At HiB we always aim to inspire and deliver long lasting
style and functionality for every customer.
We have an extensive portfolio and have worked
with a number of companies across the housebuilding,
hotel, construction and leisure sectors.
Visit our website to see more information about our
latest case studies, or click here.
Solas 60 mirrors used in Manchester hair salon.

Hotel lobby washroom with Globe 140 mirror.
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Apartment bathroom with Spectre 60 mirror.

Contact us
We deliver all over the UK upon request, so contact us on
+44 (0)1827 215077 or email contracts@hib.co.uk
to discuss your requirements so we can provide you with
a quote and we will answer any questions you may have.
Following that, we’ll place your order according to the
specifications of your project.
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Product videos, technical documents and fitting instructions
are available on our website.

Available brochures, click to view online:

Mirrors, Cabinets
Lighting, Ventilation

Furniture, Washbasins
Cabinets, Brassware

Accessories

T: +44 (0)1827 215077 E: contracts@hib.co.uk
HiB Ltd, Inspire House, Baddesley Drive, Birch Coppice Business Park,
Tamworth B78 1TU
No part of this brochure may be reprinted or duplicated without our consent. All sizes and
measurements are approximate but we try to make sure that they are as accurate as possible.
In the interest of continuous production development HiB reserves the right to alter
specification as necessary.
HiB® is a registered trademark of HiB Ltd. E & OE.
Ver: 1.0

